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The budget methods and the mixed layer model used to analyze the aircraft data from the First
ISLSCP Field Experiment (FIFE) are outlined. The separation of the temporal and horizontal
derivatives is discussed. Vector budgets for the mixed layer are presented on conserved variable
diagrams. Theoretical solutions are given for the critical surface Bowen ratio, which produces no
boundary layer moistening or equivalent potential temperature rise as a function of the Bowen ratio at
the inversion. Improved measurement strategies are suggested.

INTRODUCTION

BUDGET METHOD

This paper discussesthe budget methods used to analyze
aircraft data during the First International Satellite Land

Surface Climatology Project (ISLSCP) Field Experiment
(FIFE). FIFE included an extensive program of surface and
atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) measurements in order
to develop techniques to measure the exchange of momentum, heat, moisture, and CO2 between the Earth's surface
and the atmosphere. The boundary layer aircraft flights were
designed to compare fluxes and budgets for the ABL with
surface

measurements

of sensible

and latent

heat flux and

CO2. The ABL flights in FIFE had three interrelated objectives. The first was to compare flux measurements from
distributed surface sites with vertical flux profiles from
aircraft flying repeated 15 km legs. The second was to
attempt a volumetric budget of the ABL to assess the
importance of horizontal advection terms and to derive mean
surface fluxes for the FIFE area as budget residuals for a
relatively homogeneous grassland ecosystem. The third was
to study ABL top entrainment fluxes and to check the
validity of simple mixed layer models for the ABL. The
FIFE flights concentrated on clear days when neither clouds
nor precipitation affected the grassland photosynthesis and
evapotranspiration. The surface portable automated mesonet (PAM) data were used to define the mean surface time
trend for the FIFE area, and the frequent soundingdata were
used to define ABL depth and the Bowen ratio at the ABL
top inversion.
The three basic flight plans are shown in Figure 1. The
"L"-shaped pattern, shown in Figure l a, consisted of
north-south and east-west legs flown in both directions at
several altitudes. On occasion a "T"-shaped pattern was
flown. Figure 1b shows the double-stack pattern, consisting
of vertical sequencesof stacks at the north and south end of
the FIFE area [see Betts et al., 1990]. Figure lc shows the
"grid" pattern flown at a single low altitude (75-100 m) to
study spatial variability of ABL structure and fluxes [Betts et
al., this issue]. The arrow shows the direction of a southerly
wind. During the early phases of FIFE in 1987 a simpler
east-west single-stack pattern was frequently flown across
the wind, usually crossing over one of the surface eddy
correlation

flux sites.
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This paper focuses on the budget methods used in the
FIFE ABL analysis.
Budget Equations

Consider a scalar sc for which there are no sources and
sinks in the boundary layer. This satisfies the conservation
equation

D•/Dt

= O•/Ot + v. V•: = 0

(la)

This can be rewritten, using the continuity equation

=o
where p is mean air density, as

DO•/Ot + V(fiv•:) = 0

(lb)

Equation (lb) can be expanded in terms of horizontal
averages and deviations to give, after rearrangement,

D[O•/Ot+ t70•-•Ox
+ 7yO•-/Oy
+ v•O•/Oz+ O(u'•')/Ox
+ O(v'•')/Oy] + O(w'•')/Oz = 0

(2a)

where u, v and w are the three wind components in the x, y,
and z directions, oriented in the conventional meteorological
directions' to the east, north, and upward, respectively.
Equation (2a) has a time rate of change term, mean advection terms, and eddy transports by the boundary layer
turbulence. Overbars denote horizontal averaging, and
primes denote deviations from the horizontal average. In the
FIFE budget studies the horizontal divergence of the horizontal eddy fluxes were found to be small on the basis of
estimates made using aircraft data, and they were therefore
neglected. Equation (2a) then reduces to (2b)'

•(O•/Ot + t70•/Ox + 7yO•lOy+

+ O(p w'•')lOz = 0

(2b)

During the daytime over land the boundary layer is being
driven by the large surface fluxes of heat and moisture. The
surface fluxes generate convective turbulence, which in turn
drives large entrainment fluxes at the top of the ABL and
results in the deepening of the ABL with time. The vertical
gradient of these vertical eddy fluxes (the last term in
equation (2b)) is large, and as a result the ABL has a large
time dependence (the first term) during the daytime under
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typicallyforcingthe mixingor entrainmentof warm dry air
from abovethe cappinginversion.This downwardmixingof
warm dry air meansthat the convectivefluxesat the top of
the mixed layer are typically a downward flux of 0 and an
upward flux of q. Becausethe daytime evolution of the ABL

I

depends on both the surface fluxes and these inversion level

',,

", '",,I
h ,5On,entrainmentfluxes, a key FIFE

objective was to test the
validity of mixed layer models for the ABL, in which the

... ,,

inversionlevelfluxesareusuallyparameterized.
For thegrid

a) "L" Pattern

b) Double-Stack
Pattern

paternsin Figure 1c there are no height gradientsfrom the
aircraft, and a mixed layer model was used to determinethe
vertical flux gradients.

In the work of Bettset al. [ 1990]the verticalflux gradients
were also determinedby using the surface site data and the

I

highest level aircraft data. The mean surface fluxes over the

FIFE area were found by averagingthe 30-min mean values
from the surfaceflux sites[Smith et al., this issue];and then
interpolatingand averagingthese area means for the time
periodof eachaircraftflight.Becauseof filtering,the aircraft
fluxes, extrapolatedto the surface,were consistentlyless
than the surfacesite averagefluxes, except for the small
latent heat fluxes in October [Betts et al., this issue].

•.x•,•
•I
•,••
,•1•
80
m
AG
L
I

c)

Grid

Pattern

Fig. 1. FIFE atmospheric
boundarylayer (ABL) flightplans.The

Separationof Time and Horizontal SpaceDerivatives
in Aircraft Data

arrow showsa typical southerly wind direction.

SurfacePAM stationswere deployedduringFIFE. These
givea representative
time derivativein the surfacelayer, but
it
is
not
easy
to
extract
weak horizontalgradientsfrom the
clear skies. However, the two mean horizontal advection
mesonetbecauseof variationsamongsitesand instruments.
terms are often not negligible:they representthe changeto
In contrast, the aircraft measurementsare from a single
the meanABL from warm (or cold), moist(or dry) advection
platformwithinthe mixedlayer. However, at flightspeedsof
into the FIFE area. The verticaladvection•O•/Oz is hardto
50-100m s-1, eachpatterntakes1-2 hoursof flighttime,
measure.Estimatesshowedit to be an order of magnitude
and time and spatial derivatives are intermixed in the data.
smallerthan any other term, both because• (estimatedfrom
For the budgetstudieswe neededto separatethe time and
the horizontaldivergence)was small and becauseO•/Ozis space gradients.
generally small within a nearly mixed ABL. For now, the
The gradientsalongthe flighttrack can be determinedby
vertical advectionterm is retained.In the subsequent
analaveragingthe trend lines for a set of legs, provided a
ysis it will be incorporatedinto the entrainmentterm at the
sufficientnumberof legswere flown at one level. Although
top of the ABL.
the time derivativecanbe significantfor eachleg (typically
approximately3 min in length),the legswere flown in pairs
Conserved Variables
in oppositedirections,so that the time derivativeapproxiThe two conservedvariablesusedfor the budgetanalyses matelycancelsin the patternaverage.For the gridflightswe
of the FIFE ABL were dry potential temperature,0, and have a set of 16 legswhich cover the whole FIFE area, but
mixing ratio, q. Mean budgets for the mixed ABL were for the L and stackpatternsthe legsare fewer and they are
generated.The aircraft flight level data were usedto gener- only at edgesof the FIFE area, so we mustassumethey are
ate mixed layer means [Betts et al., 1990], whenever stack representativeof the whole area. The L patterns gave an
patterns were flown with several levels in the vertical

(Figures1a and 1b). For the gridpatternflights[Bettset al.,
this issue]only a singlelevel was flown at about 80 m above
ground level (Figure l c), and the mean data at this level

(near the top of the surfacesuperadiabaticlayer) were taken
as representativeof a mixed layer mean. Betts et al. [1990]
showedthis to be a good assumption.
Vertical

Flux Gradients

For the aircraft patterns with flight legs at severallevels
(Figures la and lb), the last term in (2b), the vertical flux
divergence,can be estimateddirectly. This gradientis a
crucial one, since it is driving the time dependenceof the

ABL. It can be usedto extrapolatethe fluxesto the top of
the ABL, where the turbulent mixing at the inversionis

estimateof both x and y gradientsand henceboth advection
terms, but Grossman [this issue] questions whether the
assumptionof representativity is valid. Some of the FIFE
1987L patternshave not yet been analyzed.
To separatethe cross-leg,typically the north-south(y)
gradientfor the patterns in Figures 1b and 1c from the time
derivative, we assumeconstantgradientsin both time and
spaceduring the pattern. This is a restrictive assumption
which is not always satisfied[Betts et al., this issue]. The
stack pattern (Figure lb) was flown in a time-centered

fashion, so that the averagetime of each pair of legs was
nearlythe same;and correctionscan be madeusingthe time
trend for small offsetsin time. Betts et al. [this issue]found

that estimating
the north-southadvectionfrom the two pairs
of stacks near the north and south ends of the FIFE area was

possible. However, they also found that the method had
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1979; Ludlam, 1980], which separates the fully turbulent
layer below from the stably stratified and relatively nontur(• 10m s-1). In highwindsthe advectiontimeoverthe site bulent free atmosphere above. If we chooseZ i at the top of
is only 15-20 min. Betts et al. [this issue], in analyzing the this inversion,say, Z/+ , then w'f' i = 0, and the budget
grid flights, used linear regressionin time and the y direction equation (4) contains only the entrainment term. This term
to separatethese gradients. They found encouragingresults, canbe writtenWe/Xg•where/x• = •/+ - (0 is thejump in
although the assumptionof linearity in time was not satisfied • from the mixed layer to the ABL top, where the turbulent
for nearly half the flights. In particular, O(t) has marked fluxes go to zero or are greatly reduced. In this paper,
curvature during and after the surface temperature maxi- however, the entrainment term will not be split into these
mum. For flights at these times the curvature in O(t) intro- components.If we choose Z i at the base of the inversion,
large errors, because the spacing of the stacks was only 11
km, and the north-south (v) wind component was often large

duces bias into the estimate

of the north-south

advection.

When linear regression is applied to a pattern flown from
north to south and then back, it converts a quadratic 0
dependencein time into its linear component and a spurious
spatial gradient O0/Oy. The mean time variation from the
PAM stations was used to determine when linearity in time
was clearly not satisfied. On occasion, time changes were
due to sudden changes in fluxes at the inversion, as dry
layers above appeared or disappeared. In these cases the
sounding data showed changes in the Bowen ratio at the
inversion.

say, Z/-, then •/- - (•) is typically small, and w'• i is the
larger term [Betts, 1974]. Capping inversions in the atmosphere are associated with strong divergence in the vertical
turbulent flux of heat [Betts, 1974; Deardorff, 1979]. If the
mixed layer were truly well mixed, with constant g = (• up

to Z/-, then the term denoted (5) disappearsbelow the
inversion and the fluxes w' g' are linear between the surface

and Z?, where the heat flux reachesits maximum negative
value [Deardorff et al., 1974]. In the FIFE data (unlike the
laboratory measurements discussed by Deardorff et al.
[1974]), we have no reliable measurements of w'•' at the
inversion

MIXED

LAYER

base.

The estimates

of the inversion

level

fluxes

that come either from linear extrapolation up to some level

MODEL

Z/-, or from the budgetmethod, use the mixed layer model.
Although there are weak gradients of 0 and q above the
surface superadiabatic layer, the main characteristic of the
.... • mixed in a and q.
dry ant ;• ,h,•, ;, ß •,•,•,
Recognizing this, Bells [1973], Termekes [1973], and Carson
[1973] defined similar integral mixed layer model simplifications for the ABL by integrating (2b) from the surface to the
inversion base at a height Zi. If we define a layer average as
[Deardorff el al., 1974]

(•) • (1/(•)Zi)

•

da

(3)

then the mixed layer average budgets can be written as

+ •(az;/at - w;)(f;-

(•))/(•)z

i

(4)

where the subscriptss and i denote values at the surface and
inversion base, respectively. The last term on the right-hand
side has two components that deserve discussion, because
the interpretation of our budget results involve a subtle
interplay between observations and the model mixed layer
assumption. This was recognized when the model was first
introduced [Deardorff et al., 1974; Betts, 1974], but this
analysis has not been included subsequently in textbooks
such as Stull's [1988], so some confusion exists. The term
OZi/Ot (•:i - •:•) comes from differentiating (3), which
defines(• up to a moving boundary Zi, which increasesas
the ABL deepens.The correspondingterm in w i comesfrom
the integration of the subsidenceterm •O•/Oz in (2b), with
the small approximation of constant divergence below Zi.
Together, these terms can be written as an entrainment term

•We(•i-

(•))

(5)

where We = (OZi/Ot - l'Pi)is the deepeningof the layer by
entrainment.

The choice of the level Z i is important to the conceptual
analysis. Convectively mixed boundary layers have a capping inversion, a transition or interfacial layer [Deardorff,

Consequently, they are not what an aircraft might measure

at Z/-- (if the samplingproblems could be resolved), but a
parametric representation of the total effect of the entrainment process on the evolution of the mean layer below the
inversion base. Formally, we reduce (4) to

O(•)/Ot+ (aO•:-YOx)
+ (•70•-/Oy)
= (Fsg- Fig)/(•)Zi

(4')

whereFsg: fiw'•:'sandFig : 15w'•:'
i + t•We(•:
iThe fluxesrepresented
by Fig are the equivalentmixed
layer fluxes at the inversion base, and it is these that are
determined by our analysis. In this way the mixed layer
model formally includes the effects of the stratification
within the ABL, coupled to the subsidence and boundary
layer growth, as part of the entrainment fluxes that are
typically warming and drying the mixed layer.
For flight patterns where we have several layers in the
vertical, we can approximate the mixed layer averages. In
fact, we used simple averagesof all aircraft levels. Typically,
the gradients at any one level of O•/Ox and O•/Oy are not
accurately known, so we also simplified the mean advection
terms to (tJ)O(•)/Ox. Linear regressioncan give a mean value
of (Obw'•'/Oz), and this value can be used to extrapolate
either down to the surface or up to the inversion base Z i.
Extrapolation of the aircraft flux profiles to the surface
quickly showed that the aircraft appear to underestimate the
low level fluxes [Betts et al., 1990, this issue; Kelly et al.,
this issue]. These results are summarized later. As discussed
earlier, extrapolation of the aircraft fluxes up to the inversion

height Z i gives an estimate of the equivalent inversion

entrainment
fluxesFiGin (4'). Thesewerecompared
by Betts
et al. [1990] with those given by the closure equation (8)
discussedbelow. However, we have no independent estimates of the fluxes at this level.

For the grid flights we have aircraft data at only one level
close to the surface.

We took aircraft

means at this level

(near the base of the mixed layer) as representative of mixed
layer averages. We depended on a mixed layer closure
equation (8) to give a constraint on the inversion level
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buoyancy flux and on the soundingsto give the inversion
level Bowen

ratio.

Fio•,- rio + • • Fiq

(9b)

whererSC= 0.608CpT/L • 0.07 and T is temperature.
Substitutingthe Bowenratio •i at the inversionfrom (7), and

Mixed Layer Depth

a similar equation for the surface,

The ABL depth was chosen as the base height of the
13s = Fso/Fsq
(7')
inversion, Zi, determined from the radiosonde ascents.
There were typically 2-3 ascentsat about hourly intervals gives the inversion level fluxes of sensible heat and latent
near the time of each flight, so these valueswere averaged heat as
and an error was estimated from their variability [Betts et
al., this issue].This methodof financingZi is not accurate:
rio---A•Fo(1
+ • • //3s)/(1 + r5G/13i), (10a)
it is an appreciablesourceof error in the analyses.Single
vertical profilesthroughthe ABL take only 5-10 min, and
rio = rio/13 i
(10b)
they do not averageover the considerablespatialvariability.
Typically, the ABL is growing with time, but fluctuationsof The surfaceheat flux and/3s were found from an averageof
ABL depth associatedwith mesoscaleeddy structuresor the surfaceflux stations,and •i is from (7).
The termsin parenthesesin (10a) comefrom the density
with the advection of different air masses over the network
effects
of water vapor and hencethe latent heat flux, because
do occur. On somedays, estimatesof inversionbaseheight
(8)
is
expressed
in terms of virtual heat flux. These terms are
are also available from a single vertically pointing sodar.
Maps of the inversion base by lidar would give a better •1 for large Bowen ratios. The parameterA• was intromean, but these are not yet generally available becauseof ducedas a simpleclosurefor the buoyantenergyavailable
after dissipation for the entrainment of inversion level air
the data processingrequirements.
[Betts, 1973; Carson, 1973; Tennekes, 1973; Stull, 1976].

Sincebothinversionlevel fluxesare proportionalto A•, it is
Inversion

Level

Bowen

Ratio

Define a simplifiednotationfor the 0 and q fluxesin watts
per square meter:

Fo = tSCvw'0'

(6a)

Fq - tSLw'q'

(6b)

a crucial parameter for budget studies. The works cited
suggestedA• • 0.2, and this has generallybeen regardedas
a satisfactoryvalue for free convectivelayers in the absence
of shear. However, Betts et al. [1990], using a set of six

FIFE 1987flightsin highwind regimes,founda significantly
larger estimateof AR = 0.43(_+0.12).Betts et al. [this issue],
analyzinga differentset of eight flightsfor FIFE 1987(only

halfwith strongwinds),againfoundthat a largevalueof A•

Bothtermsin FiGin (4') involvethecoupling
of the 0 andq

- 0.38 (-+0.16) gave sensible and latent heat fluxes at the

gradientsjust below and through the inversion, where the
entrainment is taking place. So we can define an inversion
level Bowen ratio •i as

inversion, which best satisfiedthe budget equation (4').
Althoughit is possiblethat turbulencegeneratedby shearis
contributingsignificantlyto the entrainmenton somedays,
even the low wind casesgave valuesof A• • 0.4.

•i:

Fio/Fiq= (Cp/L)(00/O•)i

(7)

This Bowen ratio, /3i, was estimatedfrom the radiosonde
ascentsby plotting (0, q) mixing diagrams[Betts, 1985;Betts

et al., thisissue].Aircraft legsin the inversionwouldgivea
better mean estimateof/3i, but thesewere not availablein
1987. In some cases there were suddenchangesof •i

GRAPHICAL SOLUTIONS

Vector Representation of Energy Budgets

Betts [1984] presented mixed layer budgets in twodimensional vector form, using conserved variable diagrams.Thesediagramsare particularlyhelpfulfor the depicpletely entrainedinto the ABL. The mixed layer O(•7)/Ot tion of the diurnalcycle of the dry mixed layer over land, so
typically showedan abrupt changefrom dryingto moisten- the theory will be presented.To simplify the notation from
ing in such a case.
that used in the previoussections,a mixed layer mean will
be denoted by just the suffix m. Vector changesfor the
mixed layer (over sometime interval, At, suchas 1 hour) can
Closure Equation for Inversion Level Fluxes
be consideredas vectors on a (0, q) diagram(Figure 2).
Dry mixed layer models [Betts, 1973; Carson, 1973; Ten-

between soundings.These changeswere associatedwith the
disappearance,for example, of a dry layer, as it was com-

nekes, 1973] relate the inversion base virtual heat flux to the

surfacevirtual heat flux, usinga closureparameterAR

Fiov= -ARFsov

(8)

A•m = A(CpO,Lq) m

Substitutinga vector notationF for the two fluxesin (5), and
droppinghorizontaladvection,transformsthe budgetequation (4') into a one-dimensionalfinite differenceequationfor

Here F denotesa heat flux in watts per squaremeter. The the time interval At,
virtual heat fluxes in energyunits are related to the heat and
p m(A•m/At) -- (F s - Fi)/Z i
moisture fluxes given by (6), with slight approximation
[Deardorff, 1980]

This can be rewritten

Fso• = Fso+ • G Fsq

(9a)

(11)

(12)

as

A•m: (F s - F i)/•-•

(13)
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a negative Bowen ratio, also associated with warming and
drying. As mentioned earlier, Betts et al. [1990, this issue]
used the slope of rawinsonde (0, q) plots through the
cappinginversion to determine 13i,the slope of the inversion
flux vector. Betts et al. [this issue], Sugita and Brutsaert
[1990], and Smith et al. [1991] also noted that the (0, q)
profiles from soundings through the surface superadiabatic
layer (below 100 m) gave good estimates of the surface
Bowen ratio, in agreement with surface flux measurements.
Figure 2b shows the relationship of the closure parameter
A R to the magnitude of the inversion flux vector. The dotted
curve is the slope of the dry virtual adiabat [Betts and Bartlo,
1991]' it has a slope (correspondingto a Bowen ratio) of
-8C = -0.07 (the coefficient in equations (9a) and (9b).
Equation (8), in terms of virtual heat flux or virtual potential

o)

i

LAqi M LAqs

Lq (J kg-I)

temperature, can be visualized by projecting the vectors F s
and F i on to the dry virtual adiabat shown. The 0•, fluxes are
related to the differences of 0•,.

Fso• = DCpAOvs

(17a)

Fio•,= DCpAOvi
= -ARFso•

(17b)

b)
.'.AO•,i= -A•AO•s

MI

Fi.............
/ -' '""--.
Fs

A •vi/•"-

....

:l__lN/'/

//

laO¾

.,,.,:
o.4

'""'v:-0.07')

Lq (J kg

The significanceof the magnitude of A• is clear graphically: we show two values, A• = 0.2 and 0.4. For the same
surface heat fluxes and J•i these give the dashed and solid
resultant changes of mixed layer, MM' in Figure 2b. Larger
A• means more entrainment, with more heating and less net
moistening of the mixed layer. The scaling parameter D,
defined by (14), increases as the mixed layer deepens, so that
the vectors A•s, A•i decrease in relation to the fluxes they
represent (the fluxes themselves have a strong diurnal cycle
as well). Changes in the mixed layer due to horizontal
advection can be added to Figure 2 as an additional vector,
say, AMad in time At, as done by Betts [1984].
Idealized ABL Heat and Moisture Budgets

Fig. 2.

Vector diagramsfor mixed layer 0, q, and 0•, budgets.

where a scaling parameter has been defined (with mass flux
units)

• = t9mZi/At

(14)

The final step is to rewrite (13) as

Al•rn -- A•s-

Al•i

(15)

The case studies discussed by Betts et al. [1990, this issue]
generally support the use of simple mixed layer models.
Together, these studies give a good conceptual picture of the
transition in the ABL daytime heat and moisture budget
from summer to fall. This understanding is important for the
modeling objectives of FIFE.
If we ignore horizontal advection as a climatological
simplification, since it varies in magnitude and direction
from day to day, the mixed layer model can be used to give
idealized one-dimensional solutions for the rise of 0 and q in
terms

of surface

and inversion

level

Bowen

ratios

and the

wherethe fluxesare now represented
by vectorsin (CpO, entrainmentcoefficientA R. The local changesof mixed layer

Lq) space

0 and q are given by

Ags = Fs/D

(16a)

Atgi= Fi/D

(16b)

Figure 2a illustrates (15). The vector change for the mixed
layer from M to M' in time At is the sum of the effects of the
surface flux vector

and the entrainment

flux vector.

It is clear from (7') or (11) that the slope of the flux vectors
in Figure 2 is associated with a Bowen ratio. Note that the
surface flux vector has a positive Bowen ratio, associated
with warming and moistening, while the entrainment flux has

CpOOm/Ot
= (Fso- Fio)/PmZi

(18a)

LOqm/Ot
= (Fsq- Fiq)/pmZi

(18b)

Substituting from (10a) and (10b) for the inversion level
fluxes and for the surface Bowen ratio gives, after rearrangement,

CpOOm/Ot
= (Fso/PmZi)[1+ AR(1 + .07/13s)/
(1 + .07//3i)]

(19a)
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LOqm/Ot
- (Fsq/pmZi)[1
+ AR(• s + .07)/(/3i+ .07)]
(19b)
Thefirsttermsin (19a)and(19b)arejustthetendency
of
the surface fluxes to warm and moisten the ABL.

DRIES

:>,5

If we were

to make the simple(but wrong) assumptionof zero fluxesat
the inversion, these are the sole terms in the onedimensional ABL budget. The second pair of terms, propor-

tional
toAn, arefromtheentrainment
fluxes
oftypically

warm,
dryairattheinversion.
Ourfinding
thatAn= 0.4(not

1,5
2

0.2, as often used in models) is of quantitative significance
here. It means that the entrainment fluxes are rather large.

These
An termsin(19a)and(19b)lookdeceptively
similar.
However,
intheO0/Ot
formula
themultiplier
onAnisalways
positive andit is typicallybetween1 and2, decreasing
from
summer
to fall as/3sincreases.
As a result,CpOOrn/Ot
• 1.7
Fso/PmZi, decreasinga little from summerto fall. This flux
convergence always warms the ABL during the day, and it
increaseswith the increase of F soin the fall. In contrast, in
(19b) the weighting on the inversion level moisture flux is
the sameexpression,multiplied by 13s/13i,
which is typically
negative and increases greatly from summer to fall, as the
vegetation dies and the surface heat flux, which drives
entrainment, increases. As a result, Oqm/Ot can easily
change sign. For typical summer values of (/3s, /3i) = (0.3,
-0.3) from Betts et al. [this issue], we get

LOqm/Ot
• 0.28 Fsq/PmZ
i
while for the fall values of (/3s, /•i) = (4, -0.5),

LOqm/Ot
• -3.2 Fsq/PmZ
i

(20a)

I
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I
I
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Fig. 3. Critical surface Bowen ratio for OqrnlOt = 0 as a
function of inversion level Bowen ratio and entrainment parameter,
AR.

ening of the ABL rises from 0.39 to 1.08 as the entrainment
parameter falls from 0.5 to 0.2.
Another solution of physical importance is the change of

ABL equivalentpotential temperature with time, OOEm/Ot.
Expand a changein 0E as

(010œ)I•0•= l•O+ (LOICvT)I•q

(22)

so that the wet adiabat (shown by a subscriptw) corresponds
to a Bowen

In this example, the entrainment flux in summerreducesthe
ABL moistening to about a third of the tendency of the
surface latent heat flux, whereas in the fall the drying from

0,5

_

we get

(20b)

NEUTRAL

l•'v =-0.07

ratio

13w
= (CvlL)(OO/Oq)o
E= -(O/T)• -1

(23)

in the ABL. An expression similar to (21) for the critical
= 0 by
ing owing to the weak surface evaporation, so that it Bowen ratio,/3sc(0•), is there obtainedfor OOEm/Ot
combining
(18),
(22),
and
(23)
dominates in the budget. This is in fact the mechanism
through which the ABL dries out in the fall, after the death (t3sc(OE) - t3w)/(t3sc(OE) - t3v)
of vegetation, as it tries to reach a new climatic equilibrium.
Note that dividing (19a) by (19b) showsthat the direction of
-- --AR(• i -- • w)/(i• i -- i• v)
(24)
MM' is not sensitiveto Z i for given/3s, •i'
The crossoverof Oqm/Ot= 0 is of conceptualimportance. where/3w,/3v = - 1, -0.07 in the ABL. Figure 4 showsthe
given by (24), for a range of
Equation (19b) gives the critical surface Bowen ratio, curves for the critical 13sc(OE)
An
values.
These
increase
much
more steeplythan 13sc(q),
13sc(q),for which Oqm/Ot= 0, as a function of
since the required solution for ABL 0•/0 t now has the slope
13sc(q)- 13v= -(l•i13v)/An
(21) of/3w • - 1 in Figure 2 (that of constantOE).The rise or fall
of OEin the daytimeABL is importantto the stabilityof the
where/3v = -/•c = -0.07 is againthe Bower ratio atmosphere to deep convection, particularly during the
correspondingto the slope of the dry virtual adiabat. In fact, occurrence of thunderstorms. We can see from Figure 4 that
(21) can be derived directly from Figure 2b if the vector MM'
for typical •i • -0.3, 0E will generally rise over moist
terrain in the daytime ABL. The FIFE experiment will give
is at constantq (with only the smallapproximationof 0v/0 =
some understandingof the seasonaltransition in the surface
1).
Figure 3 shows the critical surface Bowen ratio given by processesthat control/3s. The inversion level Bowen ratio
(21) as a function of inversion level Bowen ratio, for a range /3i is, however, influencedby processesin the free atmoof values of the entrainment parameter An. On these curves sphere. It depends on the coupling between the 0 and q
the surface evaporation just balances the entrainment of dry gradients through the capping inversion at the top of the
air at the inversion, as is often observed. For surface Bowen ABL. In summer, the atmospheric thermodynamic profiles
have usually been previously modified by moist convection
ratios to the left and below the curves in Figure 3 the ABL
will moisten and vice versa. The physical importance of the through deep layers or, in some cases, by dry convection
lack of certainty in entrainment rates is apparentfrom Figure over warm elevated terrain. This places constraints on
3. For example, for the typical inversion level Bowen ratio of (00/0•) just above the ABL. The profile must be more stable
-0.3 shown, the critical surface Bowen ratio for no moist- than the dry neutral threshold of /3v = -0.07. Moist
the entrainment

at the inversion

can be 4 times the moisten-
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issue] presents a budget analysis of L-shaped patterns in
June. Kelly et al. [this issue] intercompare surface and
extrapolated aircraft flux measurements. Important conclusions are summarized here, and recommendations are made
for future experiments. The mixed layer budget model
proved very useful both in intercomparing different data and
in determining vertical gradients.

AR
=0,•)•41
DECREASES
-0.07

Comparison of Surface and Aircraft Measurements

1.0--

8E INCIREASES
0,5

-

0,0
-I.0

-0.8

INVERSION
Fig. 4.

-0.6

LEVEL

-0,4

-0.2

0.0

BOWEN RATIO',Bi

Critical surface Bowen ratio for OOErn/Ol-- O.

cumulus convection typically requires or generates a more
unstable (00/0•) structure than the wet adiabat, which has
/3w = -1, and the wet virtual adiabat, which has /3,.• =
-0.8. Generally, we find in the cumulus cloud layer that
-0.3 > /3 > -0.5 [Betts and Boers, 1990]. The predominance of values of/3 i in this range in the FIFE data results
from the prior conditioning of the lower troposphere by
cumulus convection. In some cases, however, particularly in
the fall when the ABL is dry, the advection of moist layers
over the FIFE site can produce any value of/3i.
A different situation exists in the early to midmorning, as
the nocturnal inversion is removed. The ABL may then grow
rapidly into a preexisting residual mixed layer from the
previous day's dry convection. These may have relatively

unstable structures, with /3i in the range -0.07 > /3i >
-0.3. These less stable values of/3 i are also found in the
atmosphere preceding severe storms [e.g., Betts, 1984],
where deep dry mixed layers formed previously over elevated terrain often overlay and cap a shallow moist ABL
[e.g., Ludlam, 1980].
Two conclusions can be reached. First, knowledge of the
overlying atmospheric structure is important. Second, understanding and modeling the link between the ABL inversion level

fluxes

and the surface

fluxes

is fundamental

to

predicting daytime time trends within the ABL. Our budget
studies suggestthat this can be done with simple mixed layer
models. The uncertainty in the value of the entrainment
closure parameter A R clearly suggeststhe need for further
studies of ABL deepening by entrainment. The incorporation of the whole diurnal cycle into a simple one-dimensional
mixed layer model would enable us to study the seasonal
changes in the diurnal cycle, as a function of surface
vegetative processesand free atmospheric parameters. One
additional parameter, which is not measured, is the mean
subsidencefield, but on climate time scalesthere are strong
links to the radiative field [Betts and Ridgway, 1988, 1989],
which might perhaps also be applicable in subsidingregions
over the continents.
DISCUSSION OF AIRCRAFT BUDGET RESULTS

Detailed analyses of the FIFE 1987 stack and grid flights
are given by Betts et al. [1990, this issue]. Grossman [this

The aircraft generally underestimate the sensible and
latent heat fluxes, when compared with an average of the
surface flux sites, after using vertical flux gradients in the
ABL to convert to the same level. In the work by Betts et al.
[1990] it appeared that the aircraft flux underestimate for the
Canadian Twin Otter was more than 30%. However, the
difference has narrowed after subsequent correction of the
data. The mean surface fluxes have been reduced following
a recalibration of the net radiometers used by many of the
Bowen ratio flux sites. In addition, MacPherson [1990]
found that reprocessing of the Twin Otter aircraft fluxes
usingonly the Litton inertial navigation system increased the
fluxes from that aircraft by 13%. Betts et al. [this issue]
estimated
Canadian

that the residual
Twin

Otter

flux underestimate

was

about

20%

for

in 1987 for the
the

heat

and

moisture fluxes. Kelly et al. [this issue] found similar flux
underestimates for both the Twin Otter and the Wyoming
King Air aircraft. The is of the order expected from the
high-pass filtering of the data at 0.012 Hz [Desjardins et al.,
this issue], and the undersampling of long wavelengths,
becausethe FIFE runs were only 15 km in length. However,
it appears that in October the aircraft latent heat fluxes,

although
small(•70 W m-2), arelargerthanthe surfacesite
mean. This needs further study. It is possible that the surface
sites are less representative after most of the vegetation has
died (for example, more evapotranspiration in the gulleys),
but Betts et al. [this issue] suggestedthat there appeared to
be a significant bias in the surface flux data in October, with
the mean surface latent (sensible) heat fluxes being low

(high)by about30 W m-2. Theremaybe somesystematic
errors

in

the

Bowen

ratio

site

measurements

when

the

Bowen ratio is large (E. A. Smith, personal communication,
1991).

The aircraft underestimate due to filtering and sampling
seems now fairly well understood. In future experiments it
seems advisable to archive unfiltered, detrended, and filtered
data, when aircraft averages are to be compared with surface
averages. In addition, longer flight legs are desirable to
reduce the undersampling of the long wavelength contribution to the fluxes. Over land, however, inhomogeneities in
space may set limits on pattern size, and the separation of
time and space derivatives may require the assumption of
linearity in time for the duration of a flight pattern.
Validity of Mixed Layer Models

The budgets are generally consistent with mixed boundary
layer theory. Above the surface superadiabatic layer (depth
less than 100 m) the experimental data show nearly well
mixed layers with little vertical variation in the time rates of
change or horizontal gradients, in agreement with the mixed
layer model approximation. As a result, the grid flights at a
single level give a useful depiction of time and space gradients for the mixed layer.
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ABL Top Entrainment

needs a larger spatial distance than was typical of FIFE to
achieve
an accuracy comparable with the time derivative.
The somewhat surprising result of great importance to
FIFE is that the inversion level fluxes due to ABL top The grid pattern gives better horizontal structure than the
entrainment appear to be about double those used in many stack pattern (but no vertical structure). The repeated minsimple mixed layer closure models. Betts et al. [1990] igrid pattern has a clear advantagein separatingthe time and
estimated a mixed layer closure parameter AR -- 0.43 +_ spacederivatives usinga singleaircraft, becausethe pattern
associatedwith advection is repeated. In general, it would be
0.12, and Betts et al. [this issue] found 0.38 +- 0.16; where
the long accepted value for free convective boundary layers desirableto have two aircraft to study the diurnal cycle: one
has been AR • 0.2 [Stull, 1988]. Although some flight days flying a fixed pattern in space, such as a crosswindracetrack
from surface to inversion or a stack of at least three levels in
had strong winds, when turbulence generated by surface
shear might be expected to drive additional entrainment, the vertical, to measurethe time and height dependence;and
others with high entrainment had light winds. The impact of a second flying a low level grid pattern to resolve the
this greater entrainment is threefold: the ABL grows more horizontal spatial structure and the other space derivative.
rapidly, warms more rapidly, and entrains dry air more The problem with depending on two aircraft to get a comrapidly. This has a big impact on the ABL moisturebudget. plete data set is that all instruments on both planes must
When the surface moisture flux is large, as in the summer, it perform adequately.

reduces the moistening of the ABL; and when the surface
moisture flux is low, as in the fall, it producesa drying of the
ABL during the day. Further studies of entrainment rates are
needed, using continuous surface based lidar or sodar measurements of ABL height. One major improvement in measurement strategy would be to measure both inversion height
and strength using a wind profiler radar, with an added radio
acoustic sounding system (RASS) to provide the temperature profiles. It is clear that better methods of measuring
either boundary layer growth or the vertical gradientsof the
convective

fluxes are needed to resolve the uncertainties

in

the ABL top entrainment rates.

Advantages of Specific Flight Patterns
A variety of aircraft patterns were flown during FIFE.
Some of the 1987 L-shaped patterns and much of the 1989
aircraft data have not yet been analyzed from a budget
perspective. Nonetheless, the FIFE budget studies completed so far suggestseveral conclusions about measurement
strategy for the daytime ABL. In the budget equation (4')
there are three key terms' (1) the time derivative, (2) the
horizontal advection term, and (3) the vertical flux gradient.
A single aircraft, flying any pattern, can measure the mean
time derivative quite well and can estimate the space derivative along the track from trend lines, provided enoughlegs
are flown. The major issue in budget analyses is how to
determine horizontal advection and the vertical flux gradients at the same time. The cross-track

horizontal

advection

was found by Betts et al. [1990, this issue] by separatinga
mean north-south spatial derivative by assuminglinear gradients in time. This assumption is not always satisfied. In
two afternoon flights, which spanned the surface temperature maximum, the nonlinearity of 00/Ot introduced significant errors into the estimate

of the north-south

advection.

We recommend that flights be made nearer local noon when
the rise of temperature is more linear. Supportingdata from
the surface stations is essentialfor assessingnonlinearity in
time, and frequent soundingsare needed to show changesin
ABL-top Bowen ratio. In both Betts et al. [1990] and Betts et
al. [this issue], we found that a single aircraft could estimate
the horizontal

advection

on the 15-km scale of the FIFE

network, but only if the gradientsin time and spaceremained
approximately constant during a flight. The error in measuring the north-south advection in high (north or south) winds
is, however, quite large with a north-south pattern dimension of only 10-15 km. This along-wind horizontal advection

CONCLUSIONS

The FIFE analyses have shown the importance of the
FIFE network of integrated observations. The aircraft monitor the changing structure of the mixed layer. The sonde
data give the crucial inversion depth and the estimate of the
inversion level Bowen ratio. Sudden changesin entrainment
at the inversion

are reflected

in both

the aircraft

and the

surface data [Betts et al., this issue]. The comparisonof the
aircraft

and surface time trends showed us cases where the

aircraft pattern included sudden transistions and the gradients did not satisfy linearity conditions in time. The FIFE
budget studies have shown that while the aircraft flux
estimatesgive a good horizontal distribution [Schueppet al.
1990], they must be corrected for the flux underestimates
due to filtering and undersampling at long wavelengths.
Mixed layer models can be used for the growth of the
cloud-free

ABL

over the FIFE

network

with

some confi-

dence and with some awarenessof the variability associated
with horizontal advectionand changesin the thermodynamic
properties of the air entrained at the inversion. These studies
also suggest, however, that ABL top entrainment may be
underestimated significantly in many parametric models.
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